
Building a Sustainable 
Future, together 
PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW



We provide online sustainability education
GreenED is an online resource for professionals and students who want to learn about  
sustainable design in the built environment and green rating certifications. 

We provide contextual learning and e-learning for individuals who need to stay at the forefront 
of knowledge and skills in their sector; and for companies who need to improve performance in the 
workplace to gain a competitive edge through employee excellence - through events, interactive  
webinars and on-demand online courses.



The world as we know it has changed. Many businesses are being  
forced back to the drawing board to find ways to attract customers.

Our Current Context



Businesses have to compete better virtually,  
as the share of online attention increases  

but becomes harder to earn 

Rise of the online consumer and demand for quality virtual  offer-
ings. Consumers start to ask, “is there any good reason  to do this 
in person?”              

Change 1
Our Current Context



Purpose-led businesses committed to adding  
value first, and profiting second, will win  

share of wallet

Change 2
People and purpose centric brands trump profit centric brands. 
Consumers vote - cautiously - with depleted wallets.

Our Current Context



Change 3

Businesses are expected to contribute to this  
collective mission, and empower their  

customers to do the same

How we as a species build long-term societal resilience is  
now firmly in the spotlight.

Our Current Context



Change 4

Businesses who offer solutions that address 
pressing challenges are increasingly valued

Environmental risks are placed higher on the global risk register. 
There’s acknowledgement that more planetary crises are coming.

Our Current Context



Within this new landscape, companies working within the Built 
Environment sector - like yourselves - are uniquely positioned 
to provide solutions that contribute towards solving some of 
the world’s greatest challenges. Challenges like…

Our Current Context



Our Current Context

Four of the top five global risks outlined in the 2020 World Economic 
Forum Global Risks report are environmental risks. Preventing  
future global crises and building societal resilience is considered  
a top priority for business leaders and governments. 

The global pandemic has elevated the importance of the UN’s Sustainable  
Development Goals and the role they could play in preventing future  
global crises like pandemics is acknowledged. 

As a consequence of the pandemic experience, consumers are practicing more ethical questioning of  
their lifestyle, which is giving rise to more conscious consumerism. There is expected to be increased  
demand for solutions that allow customers to feel as though they’re part of building a better future.

Our required response as an industry is one centered 
on leading the way toward a sustainable future. 



- Donella Meadows, Author of Beyond the Limits

“Humanity’s future will be defined not by a single emergency  
but by many separate yet related crises stemming from our  
failure to live sustainably.”

“Rather than simply reacting to disasters, we can use the science to design 
economies that will mitigate the threats of climate change, biodiversity loss, 
and pandemics. We must start investing in what matters, by laying the  
foundation for a green, circular economy that is anchored in nature-based 
solutions and geared toward the public good.” 
- World Economic Forum



Online Continuing Professional Development (CPD) Courses  
for Built Environment Professionals across Africa.

    As the world finds itself forced into a new era of increased connectivity and 
remote engagements, the demand for affordable online education is accelerating. 

    GreenED aims to help the Built Environment community meet that need, and  
invite your business to do the same.

Green Education, online
ABOUT US

Built Environment Professionals are seeking new and innovative 
ways to keep themselves relevant and earn credentials, while  
responding to the accelerated call to play a part in solving the 
challenges that threaten a sustainable future.



What We Offer

Delivered entirely online and  
self-paced, via webinars and 
on-demand modules

Participants earn CPD points on 
completion of each course & gain 
access to a recommended  
supplier database

Individual and corporate  
packages available throughout 
South Africa and the rest of Africa 

Designed and delivered by a team 
of expert consultants with over 20 
years experience in Sustainable 
Design and Green Building

We offer an online and on-demand collection of modular courses on topics* specific to green 
buildings and design. Our courses give professionals working in the Built Environment an 

engaging and convenient way to earn their CPD credits in their own time and place.

4.3.2.1.

*Examples of topics include: innovations in green design; developments in green buildings; design and implementation of green systems, technologies and operations; climate resilience; sustainability; 
 green rating certification; and many more.



Build an empowered community  
of Built Environment professionals 
and providers equipped with the  
knowledge, skills and resources  
needed to create a sustainable  
built environment in South Africa 
and Africa.

Our Vision



Deliver best-in-class online education appropriate to the African context and build  
powerful synergistic relationships with professionals and providers within the Built  
Environment so that together, we can make the necessary advances needed to drive  

the green building movement. 

Our Mission

After all, the sustainability of our world is our collective responsibility.



Our Audience

These professionals must accumulate several Continuous 
Professional Development (CPD) points annually to maintain  
their professional registration, while companies need a means to  
encourage their staff to maintain their professional registration  
as well as upskill their knowledge in sustainability.

Professionals in the built environment:

Architects

Project Managers Asset Managers

Property Developers Contractors + More

Engineers Quantity Surveyors



Why we’re 
talking to you
We’re sourcing strategic partners
in brands and products who we
respect and admire for their 
green initiatives. You are one 
of those brands. 

Showcase your product 
in our course material to 
demonstrate use cases

Develop case studies  
with your product that illustrate the 
real-world application of the course content

Make product recommendations 
that empower participants to choose appropriate  
suppliers when working on green initiatives

Leverage the power of education  
as a content marketing tool 
to reach and teach our shared audience 

Lean on your expertise 
to add a technical and practical  
flavour to our educational content 

We’re looking to 
partner with you to:

And ultimately, join us in our quest to empower more people to create a sustainable 
built environment in South Africa and Africa, through accessible online education.



9 Reasons to partner with us



Get guaranteed exposure to a high intent target market
With over 65,000 registered South African professionals that need CPD-approved courses, we’re  
expecting to see inherent demand for these courses.  
 
Our partnerships with Professional Bodies and our personal networks will offer you direct reach to this 
target market. Every participant who takes the course will be exposed to your brand/products within 
the course material, and will be required to engage with the content featuring your brand in order to 
complete the course.

1

HIGH DEMAND 
FOR COURSES

PARTNERSHIPS &  
NETWORKS OFFER  

DIRECT REACH

EXPOSURE TO YOUR 
BRAND IN COURSE  

MATERIAL

YOUR 
BRAND



Educate your audience about your building products 
and the benefits in using them.
This is your opportunity to convey the functional and emotional benefits to using your products and 
become a top-of-mind preferred supplier. 

Promotions delivered in the form of education offer a softer sell and an authentic brand opportunity 
that leaves your audience educated in a way that no advertising campaign would be able to achieve. 

2

CONVEY THE 
BENEFITS OF 

PRODUCTS
BECOME A  

TOP-OF-MIND 
 SUPPLIER

EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 OVER TRADITIONAL  

ADVERTISING

VS



3

Gain valuable market research insights about your 
target market.
All partners receive an aggregated report on the participants who could be potential suppliers of your 
product. You can use the data to further your own marketing efforts and better understand your ideal 
customer profile.  

Data on how your audience has engaged with your content within the course is also provided, so you 
can see what’s resonating best with the target market and ensure your brand and product is achieving 
maximum reach.

AGGREGATED  
 REPORT ON 
POTENTIAL  
CUSTOMERS

USE DATA TO  
UNDERSTAND YOUR  
CUSTOMER PROFILE

SEE HOW AUDIENCE 
HAS ENGAGED WITH 

YOUR CONTENT



Further your brand positioning under the sustainability 
banner. 
Sustainability and green initiatives are top-of-mind for many Built Environment professionals at present.  
 
These courses offer your brand the chance to showcase your sustainability initiatives and product 
capabilities; play an important role as an educator on the subject; and become a top-of-mind supplier 
for when your audience is in need of a sustainable solution in your category.

4

SUSTAINABILITY AND 
GREEN INITIATIVES ARE 

TOP OF MIND

SHOWCASE YOUR 
 SUSTAINABILITY  

INITIATIVES 

PLAY AN IMPORTANT  
ROLE AS AN EDUCATOR



5

Benefit from extended reach via GreenEDs own 
marketing activity.

GreenED assists with the marketing and promotion of all courses, which means your brand will be  
exposed to new audiences - through promotions on our social media platforms, sends to our email  
database, and featured listings on our website. 

EXPOSURE TO  
NEW AUDIENCES

VIA SOCIAL MEDIA 
EMAIL DATABASE

FEATURED LISTINGS

MARKETING &  
PROMOTION OF ALL  

COURSES BY GREENED



Receive Educational Content you can use in your own  
marketing activity.
Many companies avoid creating educational content for marketing purposes because it’s time-consuming 
to create, however leading companies know that education is the most powerful and effective form of 
content marketing. 

Educational content can help differentiate your brand and can build trust and respect in your products. 

6

EDUCATION, A POWERFUL 
AND EFFECTIVE FORM OF 

CONTENT MARKETING

DIFFERENTIATE  
YOUR BRAND

BUILD TRUST AND RESPECT
IN YOUR PRODUCTS



7

Engage your audience with a brand experience that  
delights them.
Our courses are designed to create a brand experience that maximises both content engagement and  
enjoyment. 

Using eLearning best practices such as micro-learning, and interactive elements such as quizzes, participants 
are sure to leave having had a positive educational experience that will be associated with your brand. 

MICRO-LEARNING
 & INTERACTIVE  

ELEMENTS

LEAVE WITH 
 A POSITIVE 

 EXPERIENCE

MAXIMISE CONTENT
ENGAGEMENT  
& ENJOYMENT



Generate high quality leads for your business
You will receive a list of leads from interested course participants. 

Use this high intent list of industry professionals ready to engage with your brand in your own 
marketing efforts. 

8

RECEIVE A LIST OF  
OPTED-IN LEADS

UTILISE THIS LIST IN YOUR 
OWN MARKETING EFFORTS



Capitalize on the boom in online education adoption  
without needing the in-house expertise

We take care of it all for you.

Get all the value of having an online education product available to your audiences without having to 
take on the administrative and technical overheads required to create, market and deliver online courses. 

9

BOOM IN ONLINE  
EDUCATION

GET ALL THE VALUE  
WITHOUT THE ADMIN

WE TAKE CARE 
OF IT ALL 



How you can           
      get involved

We currently offer three packages available to partners as follows: 

vv
Hosting on GreenED website

Logo on course landing page and company 
profile on GreenED website

Company profile on GreenED website

Logo included in GreenED promotions, 
newsletters, and marketing

CPD course registration 

Product included in a case study with course 

Course available for online use by sales team

Initial Development Fee
      ONCE OFF

Sponsor 
existing course

Collaborate
with us

R 4 200
/MONTH

Host
your course*

 Attendee registration, certificates, 
reporting, and admin

Sponsor marketing content at course end

Product viewed within  course content

R 15 000
STARTING AT

R 4 800
STARTING AT

R 5 000
/MONTH

R 5 000
/MONTH

R 5 000
/MONTH

R 4 200
/MONTH

R 4 200
/MONTH

R 3 000
/MONTH

R 3 000
/MONTH

R 3 000
/MONTH

Partner Subscription
      6 MO AGREEMENT

Partner Subscription
      ANNUAL AGREEMENT

EARLY Partner Subscription
      ANNUAL AGREEMENT



Example Package 
Collaborate on a course with your own content

Your images will be used in 
developing an online course

Sponsored By

Course Title

your logo
Company Specific info & marketing

“Your Topic”Course Presentation



Partner Eligibility
To ensure a trusted and quality experience for our participants,  
we are only sourcing partners where there are strategic synergies.  
How we qualify our partners is as follows:

Has a mission/vision which aligns to GreenED's own mission and vision.

Is a brand with demonstrated commitment to environmental sustainability

Has a product which offers a sustainable or green solution

Is already respected by Built Environment professionals as a quality brand

We think you tick those boxes and look forward to the possibility of working with you.



Next Steps

2. Select partnership package   
- Sponsor, Develop, or Custom

4. Agreement & Deposit

Choose how we can help your  
organisation get up and running 
with an online CPD course. 

And off we go...your project will be 
added to our development schedule.

1. View current Course List 
for available Partnership  
opportunities

We have identified over 100 topics for  
courses, with a few currently in  
development. Let us know which one 
would suit your product to get it into  
the pipeline. Or propose a new one.

3. Receive partnership proposal 
from GreenED

Get in touch to discuss your needs and we’ll 
tailor a proposal to fit your scope and offer 
payment options to fit your budget



Thank You
Michelle Ludwig  
Director of Education

E: michelle@GreenED.co.za
M: +27 84 581 4864

E: marloes@greened.co.za
M: +27 73 8068048

E: karen@greened.co.za
M: +27 82 215 1361

Marloes Reinink 
Director & Business Development

Karen Eicker 
Marketing Director

www.GreenED.co.za


